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HEAR HANDEL'S
"MESSIAH"
THURSDAY
Vol. 53,

eekl!'

No. 7

Price, Ten Cents

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1953

Prom to Feature
Johnny Austin,
Sr. Lord and Lady

" Messiah" Soloists

In an election held two weeks
ago the senior cla.ss elected its
Lord and Lady of the Senior Ball.
The revelation of the winners
will be the focal point of the evening as the senior cla.ss presents
"Shades of Indigo" with music by
Johnny Austin and his Orchestra.
Dancing in the spacious Sunnybrook Ballroom will begin at nine
o'clock and continue unt il one.
The winners, the boy and girl in
the senior class who have proven
themselves the outstanding campus
citizens, helpful, friendly, active in
organizations, honest, loyal and of
exceptional character, will be introduced at the Senior Ball Friday
evening.
Until then no one knows whether
the Lady is Alberta Bernhardt, Rose
Reiniger, Pat Garrow, Jen Price,
Maxine Walker or Bev Syvertsen or
whether the Lord is Robert Hartman, Jay Kern, Paul Shillingford,
Robert Armstrong, or Milo Zimmerman.
Patricia Frey is chairman of the
ball. Her committee heads include
Peggie Kelly and Richie Glock, orchestra; Marjorie Merrifield and
Mike Van De Putte, publicity; Kit
Stewart and Gene Haag, program;
Jen Price and Bev Syvertsen, decorations; Kay Hood and Ted Radomski, tickets; Paul Shillingford and
Nancy Morrell, business; and Pat
Garrow, Weekly.
The theme of the dance is being
carried out in the blue decorations
and in the program and tickets.

ATTEND
SENIOR BALL
FRIDAY, DEC. 11

William S. Pettit Named
Dean of Ursinus College

Professor William S. Pettit wa.s elected Dean of Ursinus College
at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held on November 24. Ml'. Pettit,
professor of chemistry and Registrar of the College, is succeeding
Dr. Maurice W. Armstrong, who is retiring under the advice of his
phYSician. Dr . Armstrong will remain on the faculty a.s Professor of
History. Mr . Pettit will begin h is duties as Dean on February 1, 1954.
At the same time, Mr. Geoffrey Dolman, Professor of English and
Assistant Registrar, was elected as Registrar. Professor of German,
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - Dr. Allan L. Rice has been chosen
Assistant Registrar.
Mr. P ettit, a resident of Fairview
Village, ha.s been a member of the
Ursinus faculty since 1933. He wa.s
graduated from the University of
Pennsylvan ia in 1932 and ha.s been
a full professor of chemistry at
Ursinus since 1947.
MARTHA WILSON
MARVIN WORDEN
He is active in various local and
by Jack Westerhoff '55
national scientific organizations inThe first open meeting of the cluding membership in the AmeriMSGA, held on November 23, wa.s can Chemical Society, the Society
attended by about 100 st uden ts. of t he Sigma Xl, Alpha Chi Sigma,
The topic discussed was "Should t he Montgomery County Health
Ursinus have an honor system?"
and Welfare Council, and the
J . Russell McConnell '53, moder- American Association of Univerated the forum and presented the sity Professors. He is a former
problem to those present. He tried presiden t of the Norristown Chemto clear up some of the misconcep- ists Club.
tions about the honor system and
Mr . Pettit was born on March 19,
its objectives.
1909, in Burli ngton, N. J . After
"An honor system is not only graduation from high school in
for restriction and regulation but Burlington, he entered the Towne
for education. It is an attempt to Scientific School at the University
develop a condition most favorable of Pennsylvania. While at college,
to the building of character, self he was associate editor of the
discipline and self respect in every "Pennsylvan ia Triangle," and a
individual. Secondly, an honor sys- mem ber of the Hexagon Sen ior
tem does not necessarily have to Society. He was president of Alpha
be just concerned with acadamic Chi Sigma and of the Priestley
work but also with non-academic Club.
area.s of endeavor. And third, an
Upon graduation in 1932, he
honor system is only effective as worked a.s a chemist at the Baeder
DORIS OKERSON
CHESTER WATSON
long as each member of the college Adamson Co., in Philadelphia, and
community realizes his responsi- later , served as an instructor in
bility. The success of the system engineering chemistry at Penndepends on individual qualities of sylvania State College.
moral integrity, intellectual disIn 1939, Mr . Pettit was married
Richard C. Bond, President of
crimination and social and per- to t he form er Marion Burgstresser
John Wanamaker, Philadelphia,
sonal responsibility."
of Norristown. They have one
has announced that the John
The
forum
was
then
open
to
the
daughter, Isabelle, nine.
Wanamaker store will award a
by Helen Gardner '54
student body who addressed quesHis hobbies include t he restorascholarship of $1,000 annually, for
The Music Club of Ursinus will sinus production of The Messiah. tions or opinions to the council a.s
tion of early American painted t inone year of professional graduate present the sixteenth annual per- IIn ad~ition to extensive oratorio a whole or to individual members. ware and decorated Hitchcock
study leading to the degree of f mance of Handel's Messiah work In . the ~ew. York area Mr.
At the beginning of the forum
and investigation into the
Ma.ster of Science in Retailing. or
. ' Watson IS actIve In the fields . of the MSGA opinion wa.s: One, for; chairs
hist
ory,
folklore and early indusThe course is to be given in the Thursday, December 10, at 8: 15 In concert, opera, and television. His four, against; five, neutral; and
in
t
he New J ersey Pine Bartries
New York University School of Re- Bomberger Chapel. Featured in the recent engagements include per- two, neutral leaning for. Those who
rens.
In
wit h his scient ific
tailing, New York City.
presentation will be four soloists, formances with the Central City spoke up at the forum seemed to interest, accord
he ha.s made extensive
Eleven prominent colleges and well known for their concert and Ope!a <?ompany, Colora~o;. the st. be against the honor system, but studies in an attempt to reproduce
universities have accepted the inLOUIS LIght Opera AssoclatlOn; and the majority seemed to be neutral
techniques employed by eighvitation to participate extended by oratorio work, Martha Wilson, so- th e Arms t rong C·HCIe Th eat re, New and willing to listen. Some a.sked the
teenth
and nineteenth cent ury
the Wanamaker store. Those se- prano; Doris Okerson, alto; Marvin York. At present Mr. Watson is the if friendship on our small campus
craftsmen
in a pplying bronze stenlected are: Ursinus College, Hav- Worden, tenor; and Chester Wat- bass soloist of the Marble Collegi- will come before honor. It was
cilling
and
brushwork to fur nit ure
ate Church in New York.
erford College, University of Dela- son, ba.ss.
that
this
would
be
one
of
concluded
and
decorated
articles.
ware, Princeton University, TemA chorus. of two hundred Ursinus
Marvin Worden, tenor, is new to the major problems confronting
pIe University, Bryn Mawr College, students WIll sing the ensemble Ursinus audiences this season. He the honor system but through inDrexel Institute of Technology, work and an orchestra composed of I has sung leading roles with the doctrination
be conquered.
University of Pennsylvania, Buck- members of the Philadelphia Or- Denver Opera Company the Queens It wa.s asked itif could
conditions
are bad
nell University, Pennsylvania State chestra and Ursinus students w.ill Opera Company, and the Charles enough at Ursinus to warrant
an
University and Swarthmore Col- 3:ccompan~ .the ,Program. Dr. WIl- I L. Wagner American Savoyard honor system. The question was relege.
l1a~ F. Phillp wI~1 conduct the o!a- Company. This year Mr. Worden
The Stars and Players, the legistono and has drrected the artIsts wa.s a semi-finalist in the Metro- turned, are conditions good enough. lating body of the Curtain Club,
Scholarship Committee Selected preparation of th~ production. politan Auditions of the Air com- It was stressed that an honor sys- held a meet ing at Superhouse on
tem would build character, and November 24. At t his t ime several
The John Wanamaker Scholar- Bob. McCarty, presId~nt of the petitions.
ship Award will be competitive MUSIC Cl1!-b! ha.s. been In. charge of
The chorus of this year's per- that it would build up our reputa- important rulings were passed by
among the eleven colleges and uni- the admInlStrative detaIls of the formance of The Messiah is the tion with graduate schools and those present.
versities selected. Those serving on program.
largest ever assembled on an Ur- business firms.
The point system of raises which
the Scholarship Committee are:
Martha Wilson, soprano, has been sinus stage. The two hundred memhas been in use for a period of on e
Mr. John E. Raa.sch, Chairman of a favorite with Ursinus audiences bel'S represent all cla.sses in the
year was the first topic of business.
the Board of John Wanamaker; for the past several years. In ad- school as well as several alumni.
After an extensive discussion of
Hon. Owen J. Roberts, former Jus- dition to concert, opera and orathe merits and defects of the
tice of the Supreme Court of the · to rio work in the New York area
point
system, it wa.s decided to set
United States, and a Trustee of she has played summer stock in IRC to Hear Chester Bowles
it
aside
for t he remainder of the
Marjorie Merrifield, a bright spot
John Wanamaker; Mr. John R. Harrison Maine. At present she is At Bryn Mawr, Tonight
year
and
to return t o the old sysin the Ursinus athletic picture for
Wanamaker, Vice-President and soprano ~oloist at st. Ann's Episcotem
of
raises
by pluses and pips.
The International Relations Club four years, was named to the AllTrustee ()f the John Wanamaker pal Church in Brooklyn Heights,
Up
to
this
time,
play-reading
will travel to Bryn Mawr College American reserve hockey team last committee of the aCurtain
Store; Mr. David McMullin, Vice- New York.
Club,
President and Personnel Manager,
Doris Okerson, also, made her tonight to hear Chester Bowles Saturday. She was honored after with the final approval of the fac the
"Uncommitted competing with the most talented ulty director, h as picked the plays
John Wanamaker; and Mr. Fred- first appearance before Ursinus speak on
World".
Mr.
Bowles,
who
is former hockey players in the country.
erick M. Yost, Vice-President and audiences at la.st year's performbe presented in the spring and
United
States
Ambassador
to InMarge journeyed to Hunter Col- to
Sales Promotion Manager, John ance of The Messiah. She is a
fall.
At this meet ing, it was deWanamaker.
. graduate of North Texas State Col- dia and Nepal, is well qualified to lege during her Thanksgiving va- cided that the play-reading comThe Senior students. o~ ~h~ UnI- lege and the Julliard Graduate speak on Asia's pOSition in deciding cation for the tournament. Teams mittee should present a list of three
representing every section of the
versities represented WIll Jom m the School of New York City. For the the world's future.
or four plays to the Stars and
This speech is the first topic of country, all-star teams composed of Players
(Continued on pa~e 6)
past four years she has ~een soloand they, in turn, would
ist with the Robert Shaw Chorale a series of six lectures entitled the tops in hockey players, com- make the final decision, providing,
Sella Resigns as Sr. Prexy;
and has performed such works a.s "Asia- The Uncommitted World", peted in contests while their play- of course, that it meets with the
Popowich Unanimously Chosen Bach's "st. John Passion", "B Minor which is presented by the Anna ers were being judged. From these approval of the faculty dll·ector.
Howard Shaw Lectureship which players an All-American and an
Mass" and Mozart's "Requiem."
The next general meeting of the
At a class meeting la.st Monday
This marks Chester Watson's sec- was founded at Bryn Mawr College All-American reserve team were entire Curtain Club wa.s discussed
night, Ed Sella resigned from his ond year as bass soloist for 'the Ur- in 1928, as a memorial to Dr. Shaw, chosen.
oftice as President of the Senior
pioneer in woman suffrage. It is
The first player in the history of and it was decided that a program
Class. He announced that he had
held periodically, and the speak- Ursinus to be named for such an of general information of the
ANNOUNCEMENT
and techniques of stagbeen drafted by the army and would
ers are persons eminent in politics, honor, Marge made the team at mechanics
ing,
make-up
and other backstage
The Social Activities Committee social science and other fields.
leave Ursinus on December 3. By
right wing. Although she is actually
work
would
be
given.
unanimous vote of the class, would like to stress the importThe group will leave Ursinus at a left wing. and had never played
There
will
be
a meeting of Stars
Popowich, former Vice-Presi- ance of conforming to the social 7:30 p.m. Anyone who is interested ! the right SIde of the field before,
and
Players
on
Tuesday,
December
of the class; was moved up to calendar. Each organization ha.s should contact Bart Byers or any · Marge was moved to make use of
8,
at
8:00
p.m.
at
Superhouse.
position of President. In a been scheduled for a specific night member Qf the IRC immediately af- h~r ability ~ecau~e of especially
stiff competItion m. the person of
election Bob Hartman was to hold meetings and in order to ter supper· tonight.
PARTY SCHEDULED
make a change in this schedule it
.
Temple alumna MarIe Oliver.
iIlecteid Vice-President.
Dr. and Mrs. Norman E. McClure
Y PLANS PARTY
Marge made the Ursinus varsity
a going away party given is necessary to consult Miss Fretz
•
.
her freshman year and was elected will entertain the junior and senior
l)1n,t lv by Demas Fraternity and of the biology department. WednesThis Wednesday night at 6:30, captain of the 1953 team. She has women at their annual Christmas
Ed was presented with day night has been planned as Y
night and Thursday night is re- the Campus Affairs Commission of I always placed in the All-College party at their home next Monday,
nni'tA,hle radio.
the Y inviteS the campus to at- I tournament, this year being chosen December 14, at 6:30. Plans for the
would like to add our fare- served for musical organizations.
No other meetings are to be held tend their annual Christmas party captain of the first team. She com- evening wlll include singing by the
to Ed, along with the many
:rtoe1ved on campus and at these times. without permission in the Rec Center. There wlll be peted in the All-American tourna- Quartet and Dottie Schultz, and
refreshments and fun for all.
(Continued on page 6)
group caroling.
him. g004 luck in the future. from the committee.

MSGA Hears
Student Ideas
At Meeting

Wanamaker to Give S·
h
"M
·
h"
$1,000 Scholarship
lxteent
eSSla

Performance

To be Held in Bomberger, Thursday

Raises Revised by
Stars and Players

I

I

Marge Merrifield
Wins Hockey Honor
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ED ITOl -IN-CHIEF ...................... .. .. . .. . . .. .. .... ... . Mary J a ne All e n '54
I\L\ NAGING ~D l '1'OR ......... . ....... . .. . ............... . ....... Bob AI' mstrong '54
ASSIST.\N'l' I\lANAGING EDITOR . . . . . ....... : .. . .......... . .. .. . F red Menze l '5 \
'1':"'S EDITOR . ... ..................... . ............... . .......... Peggy Kell y ' 54
!o'I':'\TUHI'~ EDITOR .................................. . .......... Maxine Wal k er '54
SPOHTS EDITOR .................................................. P at Garl'Ow ' 5·\
A LlTl\[NT-SOCIETY EDITOR .................... . .. .. . . .... . . . .. . .. Jean Austi n '54
OPY EDITOR ................ . ........ . ...... . ................. . . . . E lsie Belz '55
ASSIST,\ T NEWS F.:DI'l'OR ................ . .................... Dave Garlic h '55
ASSISTANT FEATURE EDI'l'OR .. . .. . ..... .... . ... . . ... . . . ... C heryl Mirgal n '55
ASSISTA '1' SPORTS EDITOR ...... . ... .. .. . ................... . Di ck Bow m a n '55
PROOl,'RJ!]ADER .................. . ..... . ..................... . .... H azel Ok ino '56
EU I ESS MAN AGER .............. . ...... . ...... . ..... . ....... Ch a rles R a m sey ' 5 1
CIRCULATION MANAGER .................. . ... . ....... . .... . No r man Poll ocl{ '55
l~USINESS SECHETAR,Y ................. . .... . ... . ... . .... . .... K athy FE'uch t '55
l'UO'l'OGRAPIIER .................... . .. ... ........ . .. . .......... T o ny Wr ig ht '54
CARTOONIST ................................... . ........ . ... . ....... Bill Wrigh t '55
]C.' BANGE EDJ'1'OR ...................... .. ...... .. ............ Carolyn E rte l '54
FA CUL'l'Y A D VISOR .. . . . ....... . ........ . . . .... .. ...... . ...... . .. Geo ffrey D ol m a n
'E ' VS STAFF -.Thomas ~lauro '54, H elen Gard ne r '5 4, Mary L o u Kill hefCer '55 , J oa n
Fisher '55, l\[ildrecI I\Iistovich '55, Elsie Belz '55, Hazel Oklno '56, H ope Cobu r n '56,
Barhara I'oeh '56, Ann ' Vertz '56, Margare t K r amer '56, J ack v,'esterhoff '55 ,
Hon Fisher '55, Barbara Olmo '57, F ay 'W hiteh ead '57, J a n e H agnel' 'SG, Na nl'y
;\[ol'rell '5\, I'it Stewart '54, Priscilla S h ine hou e '55 , Ma r ilyn He l'ma nn '55 ,
Ch'\I'les Haverstick '5\ and BeJ'J\ie Orsini '55.
FEA'1'UR I ~ STAFF Joan ll iggins '54, Dor o th y Griffit h '5 \, Marily n Englem a n '5 \,
Jean Austin '54, Barbllra Kueb le r '5 1, Har old Smith '55 , Jean H ai n '56, Bar bara
Olmo '57, R'1'ed Gill '57, Marv Ro t ma n '54 and Charles K en n ey '55.
SPOR'1'S STAFF - Kay Hood '54, Ma r y L ou Si n ge r '55, R olan d Dedek in d ' 55 , Ch a rl es
Kenney '55, Connie Cross '57, J oe Cilrino '5 7, I s m ar Schorsc h '57, Margie Stl' ut h
'57, Bill Burgel' '5·\.
CI RCULATIO
TAFF - Ethel L u tz '55, Nan cy l\((Ihei m '55 , Cheste r Fra nk e nfield
'55, Georgia Thomas '55, Ron Reinha r dt '56, Bobby Lu kens '57, a rol K I'o hn '56.
E n tered December 19, 1902, a t Collegeville, P a., as seco nd class m a ller, un de r A c t
of Congress of Ma r ch 3, 1879
T erms : $2.00 Pel Yea r; Single Co pies, 10 Ce nts
lIIem bel' of Intercollegiate N ewsp ape r Associa ti on of the Mi dd le All a nti c Sta tes.

EDITORIALS

HONOR AT URSINUS
The MSGA has begun a program of sounding out student OpInIOn
concerning the establishment of the honor system at Ursinus. The
question uppermost in the minds of those who object to an honor
system and those who would like to see it started but are afraid it might
not be successful, is the fear that friendship would interfere with
students reporting cases of cheating'.
However, we feel that the most important objective in putting
people on their honor in the classroom, during examinations and in
extracurricular activities is, not to insure the punishment of cheating,
but to avoid entirely the desire to cheat. As matters stand now,
writing answers on your cuff or a slip of paper slipped in your shoe
is considered, by many, as little more than violating a rule. If the
student feels that the chance he takes is worth the risk of getting
caught, he will cheat, in spite of professors, proctors and threats. If
he isn't caught he will have accomplished that ever-so-tempting feat
of having successfully outsmarted the teacher.
Most of these students, when put on their honor would revise their
attitude. There are few people who would care to endanger their reputation, both at college and after graduation, by violating the conditions
of the honor system. Many are of the opinion that laws are only made
to be broken; one's WOl'd of honor is infinitely more compelling.

Barbs and Bouquets
by Charles Kenney '55 and Marvin :(totman '54
A good percentage of college students find it necessary to earn
extra money to allay various expenses that usually accumulate during
a semester. Beside the summer vacation, there is only one time during
the school year that it is possible to earn a good deal without the
usual inconveniences of looking for a job. This opportunity is the
vacation given at the Christmas season. Most of the positions obtainable at this time require one to be available for work earlier than the
scheduled Christmas vacation allows. The earlier dismussal needed
by some students usually averages two to three days prior to the beginning of the regular vacation.
Up to this time, those persons who could produce proof of employment were given the extra few days off. However, this year there
has been a change in policy which makes Christmas employment rather
unprofitable. Resulting from the grievances of a few teachers who
had to make-up new tests to accommodate those students who missed
the original examination, a $5 fee for make-up tests has been established.
Surely, the $5 does not add to the convenience of the few teachers
involved, but it definitely adds a burden to those students who need
this extra money they can earn at Christmas. Because of this increased fee it is hardly practical for a student to seek any employment.
The inconvenience on the part of the professor involved in each case,
could be averted by scheduling these tests a little earlier. We sincerely
hope that a more just solution to this problem can be reached than that
which now prevails.

• • • • •

A MAINTENANCE MIXUP??

Many times rumors of discontent float around campus only to
fade away under the soothing of "Old Man Time." However, we recently discovered that one of the murmurs of discontent was so well
founded that it deserved to be revealed.
Early this year, the girls in Duryea Hall became rather disgusted
with the dingy conditions which existed in their rooms. These rooms
have not been painted in at least seven years. With this in mind, the
girls decided to petition the school to take the proper measures. These
students thought, rather optimistically, that they would receive due
consideration since some of the girl's dorms receive almost annual
attention. Their hopes faded rather suddenly, however, when they were
told they would have to paint the rooms themselves, with the stipulation that if one girl painted, all of the girls had to. In return for
this, the maintenance department agreed to paint the bath rooms,
hallways, and reception room.
Rather than spend another year under the cracking paint, they
went to the maintenance building, got the paint, and began to work.
All of these girls remember their flaint smeared clothing and hair, as
well as those long hours away from their studies.
As if this was not enough, the girls of Duryea soon after received
a bill for the paint which they had used. The bill amounted to a substantial sum. Moreover, it did not acknowledge the receipt of some
money which a generous faculty member had contributed towards the
project. If the school expects the money for the paint, they should
be prepared to receive a bill in return for the labor of at least nine
hours per giI'l in the dorm. At present union rates this would easily
offset the cost of the paint.
It is quite obvious from the above evidence that a great injustice
has been done. It should be remedied at once. This is your job administration, let's see that something is done about it.

• • • • •

by Bob Armstrong '54

CUTTING

What are we? Are we inmates,
high school students, or college
students? We are college students,
and we should be treated that way!
You must do this, you must do that,
and if you don't do as we say we
will fine you fiv e doBars. That's
all we hear. You hear talk of the
cutting "problem". How silly! Who
cares if we cut, th e college doesn't
suffer, we do. It's our own business,
or it should be.
If you pay a dollar to see a movie
and then sneak out of the exit before the show begins you are doing
the same thing as paying to learn
something in a class and not showing up. To do either of the above
things would be ridiculous. The
individual, not the institution, in
both cases is the loser. The person who makes a habit of either
practice couldn't be very mature or
intelligent.
On the same line, would the
movie manager stand outside the
exit with a policeman and make
you pay a five dollar fine for leaving? No! He would try to do something constructive by having a
conference with you. He would
find out why you did it. If enough
people said the theater was too
cold, he would do something about
it. Similarly, why fine a student
who is cheating himself in the
first place? Why not do something
constructive such as a conference
to see what is wrong? If the problem is the person himself and not
the class, then no more can be
done for him than the person who
sneaks out of the movie for no
reason.
Let's face it. There are only a few
courses that a person can afford
to miss anyway. Take history for
example. You cut one class and
you are a century behind the rest
of the class. There are only a few
classes where there are really a
lot of cuts. Another thing to remember is that a truly interesting professor can teach a dull
course and leave his roll book at
home. He is certain of having a full
class room. Maybe the instructor
should be fined if his room is half
filled?

ESSAY CONTEST
A cash award of $500 for the best
essay on "Comm unism and Academic Freedom," written by an undergraduate student of an American college or university, has been
announced by the J. B. Matthews
Testimonial Dinner Committee.
Essays must be limited to two
thousand words or less and submitted not later than February 1,
1954. All manuscripts must be typewritten. Only original essays will be
considered. The winner of the
award will be announced on March
1, 1954.
Judges of the award will be
George E. Sohoesky, Eugene Lyons,
Ralph de Toledano and E. Merrill
Root.
Manuscripts should be mailed to
the Matthews Award Editor, The
American Mercury, 11 East 36th
Street, New York 16, New Yorlc
We make your Campus Jackets

REICH MANS SPORTING GOODS
526-28 DeKalb st.
Norristown, Pa.
NO-5-0500

NEED A HAIRCUT
See . . .
Claude, Claude Jr. or Ernie
at 313 Main Street
CLA UDE MOYER, Prop.

•• ••

GREEK COLUMNS

Congratulations go this week to the pre-med society and to those
students and faculty members involved in its administration. Not 1n
the last few years, has the society had such enjoyable and informative
meetings. The speakers are carefully picked; the programs well planned.
Keep up the good work.
Thanks are in order to the readers for your interest and suggestions . . . We sincerely appreciate your ideas of "Barbs" and, of
course, your "Bouquets,"

• • • • •

THINKS TO KEEP IN MIND

.. Should interest

LUNCHEONETTE

•

According to all reports, the
parties given by ZX and APE were
very successful. Zeta Chi's "Football Finale" was a great success,
and the fraternity would like to
thank all the students that attended. Bob Guth, a member of Delta
Pi Sigma won the door prize which
was two tickets to "Cinerama."
The "Dixieland Jamboree" sponsored by Alpha Phi Epsilon was
also a success as could be witnessed
by the enthusiasm of the crowd.
The honored guest of the evening
was the popular Mr. Bell Dillio.
A bit of sad news also hit the
Ursinus campus when it was learned that Ed Sella, president of the
Senior class and an active member of Demas fraternity, had been
drafted out of college. Members of
Demas fraternity gave a party for
Ed Wednesday night at the Eagles
Nest and we are happy to report
that it was well attended.
Sigma Rho is planning its annual trip to the Poconos again this
year. Although not yet definite, the
date is likely to be set for the first
week-end of semester vacation. The
brothers of the fraternity are also
having a closed Christmas stag on
December 15, at the SHA Club in
Norristown.
Beta Sig fraternity and Alpha
Sigma Nu sorority are holding their
third annual Christmas party for
the children of Rivercrest Preventorium on December 8. Jules
Yeager will portray the part of
Old st. Nick. Formal initiation was
held last week for the three new
members of the fraternity.
The brothers of Beta Sig would
like to congratulate Jim Simpson
on the birth of his daughter Pamela Lynn.

Christmas is just around the
corner and the party spirit has hit
with full force. Besides the Sigma
Nu-Beta Sig Christmas Party for
the children of the Preventorium
on December 8, in Freeland, the
girls of Sigma Nu have also planned
a Spanish party which will take
place Saturday, December 12.
Tau Sigma Gamma had a "casual
dress" party at the Collegeville
Legion Hall on December 4. Many
of the Tau Sig girls will journey to
Philadelphia during the Christmas
holidays to attend the traditional
Christmas dinner and theater party.
Phi Psi and 0 Chi are avoiding
the Christmas rush and will have
their parties after vacation. January 9, is the date selected by
Phi Psi, and tentative plans have
been made to hold the party at
Plymouth Country ClUb. The future also holds a party for 0 Chi
sometime between Christmas vacation and finals.
Some of the sophomores can now
boast that they are full-fledged
sorority sisters, since they have
taken their oath and witnessed the
serious part of sorority life at
o Chi's and Alpha Sigma Nu's formal initiations held December 4.
KDK postponed their initiation until a later date, and Tau Sig will
have their's on January 7.
Phi Alpha Psi will formally welcome their new sisters on Sunday,
December 13.
In order to raise money to publish their "Bluebook," Phi Psi is
selling candles and stockings. Anyone wishing to purchase either of
these items should contact any girl
in the sorority.

Thespians Present" All My Sons";
Reviewer Notes Fine Performances
by Elsie Belz '55
The Curtain Club can again score surprised many people in this role,
a success in its archives. This time a far cry from his portrayal of
it is Arthur Miller's All My Sons, Senator Kruger last spring. He was
a play with a great deal of the- particularly good in the very emoatrical force which is very difficult tional scenes. Incidentally, he was
to put across to a college audience, able to cry on the stage very conand a play with several faults vincingly-a definite achievement.
which the players well overshadow- Mizz Test as Kate Keller, the halfed.
crazy wife, was outstanding too.
The play examines Joe Keller, an She continually maintained the
airplane parts manufacturer, who over-emotional air which covered
is guilty of sending many men to her knowledge of Joe's guilt. Frank
their death by shipping out de- Brown played the idealistic Chris
fective cylinders and then letting very well. He perhaps overplayed
his partner go to prison for it. the role at times, but overall he
Keller's flying son, Larry, engaged presented a fine portrayal. N~n
to the jailed partner's daughter, Bergman, whose capabilities as an
has been missing in China for actress are already well known,
three years. His other son, Chris, again did very well as Ann Deever.
has returned from the service, beThe supporting roles were also
lieved his father's innocence and well played. Particularly outstandarranged to marry Larry's fiancee. ing were Nancy Strode as Sue BayChris' mother, however, won't hear liss, the bitter, resentful neighbor
of it because she can't admit of the Kellers, and Bob Engel as
Larry's death without recognizing Dr. Jim Bayliss, the disillusioned
the enormity of Joe's misdeed. doctor forced by obligations to
Eventually, Chris, too, faces the forego his deep felt ambitions.
truth and Joe, after agreeing to Bayliss' insight into the Kellers'
confess and go to prison, kills problems was well revealed by
himself.
Bob's performance.
Almost from the beginning one
The other supporting actors also
knows what is going to happen- did very well-John Hottenstein as
obviously Larry won't return, obvi- Ann's brother who knows the comously Joe's guilt will come out, plete truth, Wayne Millward as
However, this fore-knowledge does- Frank Lubey, the astrologist neighn't destroy the air of expectancy bor, Joan Donald as his wife, and
and the viewer remains absorbed W. Scott Taylor as Bert. In addiin awaiting the inevitable.
tion, Art Wilby's staging was very
Speaking of tension, here we good. It's remarkable what can be
have a fault of the play-its blazing done with such a small stage.
Ed Abramson and H, Lloyd Jones
emotionalism. Long before the explosion, the inner tensions make deserved a great deal of credit for
themselves felt. Actually, the play directing the players in a drama
is more compelling than convinc- which is very difficult for an am aing because of its tense atmosphere, teur group to put across. Perhaps
well timed revelations and startling it did start slowly, but during the
climaxes. The players did an ex- first act it developed into a fastcellent job of maintaining the emo- moving, compelling presentation.
tional atmosphere. All too frequently an amateur production becomes
Dresses
Skirte
a farce because the tension looses
Nylons
its authenticity, resulting in upSuits
Sweaters
roarious laughter at the wrong
Blouses
times. This was not so of the CurTHE SARA· LEE SHOP
tain Club production.
554 Main street. Trappe
Gene Greenberg as Joe Keller

SUPPLY

STORE

Orders Delivered Call Collegeville 2761

..•

Sororities

ZEPS - STEAKS - HOT DOGS
HAMBURGERS - SOFT DRINKS
COFFEE - MILK SHAKES
ICE CREAM
-

,

Fraternities

LIN and EL'S

GREAT WORK

Are the policies of our student council sound?
be placed on student payment of books?

Thinking Out Loud
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Pledge Reveals Fun and Difficulties Dorms Eagerly Anticipate
Of Informal Ursinus Sorority Initiation Vendors' Nightly Visit

SPEED-E-CLEANERS
Norristown, Pa.
Campus Agents
Jim Bright & Andre Blanzaco

confused him so that he poured
the coffee into the cup just as I
handed it to him-upside down.
There was no damage done except
that my hand was scalded.
As I walked into psychology class
the professor looked as if he were
considering me as a possible case
study. Fortunately, I escaped this
humiliation because he was kind
enough to give us a quiz instead.
Since I had spent all of the previo~s evening .W!i.tin.g a speech. to
gIve at the InltIatIOn,. assembll?g
my costume, and learnl?g sororIty
songs" I ~new. ~othmg . a~o~t
Freud s basIC prmcipies. I dldn t
let that botI:er. me tho~gh. "The
test was" SUbJ~tIve so I Just shot
the bull. a bIt. ~ filled the who~e
paper WIth sororIty songs. EVlden~ly the professor can't read
mUSIC because he gave me an F.
At noon I carefully avoided white
jackets of any kind. One can never
be too cautions. I pulled my green
scarf over my eyes and attempted
to hide the rest of my face behind
a Spam sandwich. But alas, I forgot that I was wearing silver shoes.
My clever sisters looked under the
table and discovered them. I knew
I would be punished for hiding.
My only hope now was that they
wouldn't discover my affliction.
They did. I was ordered to do a
dance on the steps of Freeland. I
had to admit it! I have two left
feet. The exposure of this affliction
caused me to have a <;!omplete
mental breakdown and I was plac-

DORSEY'S SHADY NOOK

VALLEY HOUSE HOTEL

LUNCHEONETTE
ZEPS
PIZZA
DANCING
Route 29

Route 73
SKIPPACK, PA.
Center Point 3259

I got up at 5:30 a.m. and began
to get dressed for the big day. This
was the day of sorority initiation.
After rummaging through my
drawers for ten minutes I found
to my dismay that I only had ten
bracelets instead of twelve. Knowing that my roommate is a very
sweet, understanding girl, I felt
sure that she wouldn't mind if I
woke her to borrow some jewelry.
She responded by hitting me on
the head with the alarm clock.
Nine or ten enemies later I succeeded in procuring the necessary
decorations.
I hadn't been to breakfast for a
month, but at the request of my
dear sisters I went that morning.
As I stumbled to breakfast I was
constantly annoyed by my shoes.
I was wearing loafers covered with
aluminum foil! After losing first
my foil and then my shoes, I decided to carry them. This, of course,
meant that I got runners in my
stockings, but I really didn't mind
because I'd worn them once before.
All through breakfast I crammed
for my sorority test. When the
waiter asked me whether I wanted
coffee, I smiled sweetly and replied, "Alpha, Beta, Gamma." This

NORRIS LAUNDRY

Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of .

LAKESIDE INN

I

by Harold Smith '55
ed in an insane asylum for a week.
Milk! Sandwiches! Sticky-Buns! made and the merchant is on his
(I enjoyed this because it gave me What joy these words have brought ~erry v.:ay. (Fon.d ~arewell to h.im
a chance to catch up on my hist- to Ursinus students for some IS occasIOnally bId m Maples wlth
ory reading,)
twenty odd years now. The noble a cascade of water from the front
But to get back to the initiation- task of feeding the ever growling porch.)
I managed to survive the after- student stomachs between the
N~edless ~o s~y the hum~le vennoon by hiding in the closet. It's hours of nine and ten, has this ~ors receptIOn m the men s dor.ms
really quite spacious and I could · year been assigned, by formal con- IS not ml~ch better. The harkmg
have gotten a lot of studying done tract, for the full Academic Year of wares IS usually I?et by a few
if I hadn't run out of matches. I 1953-1954, to Messrs. Richard Glock loud. (and very chOIce) remarks,
didn't want to ruin my eyes by a.nd Robert Hartman who in turn and m Derr by an unear~ly cry.
reading in the dark.
are assisted by Miss Joan Leet. In these dwellmgs there IS als? a
I was happy to hear that I had (Miss Leet prepares the "country stamp~de, and a Freeland pushmg
to wear my present regalia for style" sandwiches, as every Hob- the st.Icky-bun man down. a fe~
just a few more hours. I was to son dweller knows.) To the two steps m the cours.e of busmess IS
spend the evening dressed as a gentlemen in the triumvirate is an ~ccepted practIce.
dragon. I had just discarded my delegated the task of carrying the
StIll the war.es are sold, and as
best dragon costume, and since I goodies and freshly delivered milk the 10: 30 bell fl?gS the merry s~mg
didn't want to wear myoid one, through "sleet, snow, wind, rain of the happy stIck~-bun man rIses
I was forced to improvise. After and dark of night."
above the campus.
several trips to Glenwood 944 and
Needless to say, the delivery of "If you like milk and buns,
other remote places I eme~ged 'from goodies is not all milk and baloney. Don't buy before I come,
Bairds as a dragon. I entertained The gentlemen inevitably arrive at But wait, wait, wait for the
my sorority sisters by devouring the residence of the female stugoodies man.
the president. They couldn't get der: ts in the middle .of "quiet I:our." I have sandwiches of every kind
me on the 309 because it was ThIS, of course, gams th.e h.Ighest Cheese bologna and maybe even
hunting season; so to prevent any respect, regard and admIratIOn of
'ham
further losses they excused me the preceptresses. Once the gentle.
.from the rest of the evening's ac- men arrive at the girls' dorm there Don't wait before you buy
tivities.
is the stampede of petite feet. (The What matters if you cry
Yes, I survived and now as the ladies, clad in pajamas, etc. Buy, buy, buy from the goodies
horrid recollections of that dim day mostly etc. - are running for
man.
fades, ever deeper into my subcon- cover.) The situation of the mom- Milk and goodies,
scious I look upon it as a day of ent causes great confusion in the Every little bit
happy frivolity and already I mind of the vendor. Should the Helps you keep your belly feeling
find my imaginative powers creat- gentleman stare at the ft.oor?
fit.
ing even more fantastic ideas for Should he gaze at the ceiling? Bethose lucky pledges of next year. fore he resolves the problem, the So when you're feeling poorly
• ladies begin to present themselves, And you're kind of drowsy
in reasonable attire, to make their Wait, wait, wait for the goodies
man.
Thesis and Term Papers Typed selections.
The gentlemen carry a large
DELMA M. EVANS
variety of sandwiches (in the
course of a week, ham and cheese,
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
veal loaf, tuna salad, egg salad,
Borough Hall Building
SUPERIOR TUBE CO.
Royersford, Pa.
Phone 1175-J lettuce and tomato, all on both
Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily,
white and rye), but, as is usually
Saturday work by appOintment.
the case in such situations, someone always wants something that
is not on the table d'hote tonight.
"FOOD FOR ALL TIMES"
In
some of the residences there are
LANDES MOTOR CO.
actual attempts to pilfer goodies!
MINNICK'S RESTAURANT
In some dorms odd bargains are
FORD SALES and SERVICE
and Soda Fountain
struck for the wares. In others refreshments are offered. Nonethe- Main Street
Trappe, Pa.
Collegeville & Yerkes, Pa.
less, soon all the purchases are
Closed all day Monday

KING OF PRUSSIA INN

LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Private Parties
Social Functions
Banquets

Dinners from 6:00 to 9:00
Open every day but Sunday
Route 422 in Trooper
Phone: Norristown 5-9993

Phone: Linfield 3556
ROUTE 422 - LIMERICK

Now selling Shellenberger's Candy
CREAM PUFFS ·Wed. & Frt

THE INDEPENDENT

"THE BAKERY"

"PRINTING NEEDS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS"
Collegeville

Collegev1l1e
473 Main street

How the stars
got started
LIZABETH SCOTT says: "1
got my theatrical training in the
school of hard knocks. Summer
stock first. Once I sat for 7 months
as an understudy. I stuck it outstudied, posed for fashion pictures.
Then, signed for a tiny film part,
I was switched to leading lady.
My career had begun!"

Start
smoking
earnels
yourselff

I CHANGED TO CAMELS
BECAUSE IN EVERY WAY

Tl-4EY ~UIT MY TASTE BElTER
THAN ar~ER CIGARElTES I'VE
TRIED. I SUGGEs;T'
Ymd TRY CAMELSt

E~

AGREE

THA~

Smoke only Camels for 30
days and find out why
Camels are ftrst in mild·
ness, flavor and popularity!
See how much pure pleasure
a cigarene can give you~

wrru MORE PEOPLE

ANY 0 I HER.. CfGAR.ETTE !
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Hockey Team
Ends Season
Friday, November 20, the hockey
team ended the season by shutting
out Penn 4-0. Freshman center
Margie Dawkins took the scoring
honors for the day with three
goals and Phil Stadler tallied the
other score.
Wednesday, November 18, the
Belles beat West Chester 3-1. Hampered by several inj uries the team
still seemed to be able to stay on
the top of the score.
Tuesday, November 17, Ursinus
had started their final winning
streak by overpowering Bryn MawT
6-0. This was a rather one-sided
game in which Bryn Mawr rarely
even had a scoring opportunity.

J. V. Belles Down Penn,
W. Chester, Bryn Mawr
The Junior Belles finished their
season with a 4-3-1 record as they
handed the red and blue of Penn
a 3-0 defeat November 20, on the
home hockey field. Nesta Lewes,
inner, sparked the scoring with a
tally on a penalty bully and a drive
from the field. Dottie McKnight,
inner, pushed the ball into the
cage for the remaining score. The
Ursinus eleven was inspired by the
admiring audience of students
who came to watch their practice
teachers play.
Blood Wins WC Game
Substitute halfback, Robin Blood
won the battle with West Chester
November 18 as she socked the
ball in to the goal in a thrilling last
minute of play. The score showed
Ursinus ahead 1-0. The lone tally
was made just as Coach Connie
Poley and the West Chester coach
were about to call the game because of dadrkness. The Belles
played a see-saw game all afternoon with neither team able to
penetrate the opponents' goal.
Belles Top Bryn Mawr
The jayvee team swamped Bryn
Mawr with a 5-0 loss the day before the West Chester tilt. J anet
Haines and Nesta Lewis copped
scoring honors with Janet pushing
three tallies into the net and Nesta
two.
Score at half time was 3-0 after
J anet had marked up two poin ts
and Nesta one. Nesta matched J anet's total by scoring again in the
second half, but Janet retaliated
by pushing the sphere int o t h e
cage in another scoring surge.
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b y Pat Garrow '54

I'

Marge Merrifield climaxed a
The hockey season on a whole
Thanksgiving holiday by. being ~e- was a tremendous success. Coach
lected the second best rIght wmg Eleanor Snell's varsity downed
in the country at the All-American I Penn in the finale to post a season's
tournament at Hunter College, re ord of five wins one tie and one
New York City.
loss, the most successful s~aso n for
Marge, one of the most outstand- I many years. The loss was to
ing hockey players in Ursinus hist- Beaver in the opener, but the
ory, climaxed her four-year reign Belles retaliated later in the AlIon the varsity with selection to College games and scored four
the All-College team, the All- goals in twenty minutes over their
Philadelphia team, and finally the I forme~ conquerers.
All-American reserve team. She
Placmg twelve players on the Allwas moved, however, to right wing, I College squad~, captaining all four
the position which she played last teams, possessmg two All-PhiladelSunday in the exhibition game be- phia players, and finally Marge
tween the All-Americans and the Merrifield's placing on the Allreserves. Those who saw the game American reserve team mark a
declared she has never played bet- thrilling season.
tel'.
Probably the game no one will
forget is the Temple game. That
She and roommate J en Price, speaks for itself.
the All-Philadelphia goalie, who
• • •
was scored on only twice in the
Only three casualties of the
entire tournament, were compet- season, one not a direct result of
ing against the top hockey players it, marred the success story, Ann e
from all over the country. Jen was Schick's broken leg, Margie Dawoverlooked in favor of older, more kins' lost teeth, and Von nie Gras'
experienced players in her position. hospitalization with a serious gland
Other college stars to make condition. Anne's leg is healing
either team included Marlene and she expects to be in shape for
Lochner, Beaver's forward ace, basketball after Christmas, and
honored with selection to the All- Margie's teeth will, n o doubt, be
American team, and Joan Eden- replaced; everyone is pulling for
born, Temple sophomore, a reserve. Vonnie, especially the third team,
Outstanding player of the tour- which dedicated its last game to
nament chosen by the coaches was her.
an Ursin us alumn a, Audrey Rittenhouse. After scoring four goals
fro m right wing, the former UrKIMBERTON TAVERN
sinus center forward was selected
although she failed to make either
Orchestra every Friday
the first or secon d teams.
and Saturday Night.
Nancy Vadn er, All-College full3 miles west of Phoenixville
back of the 1950 varsity squad, is
also a reserve .
on Route 113

Soccermen Lose to F&M;
Season Ends With Party
by Ismar Schorsch '57
In its final game of the 1953 third quarter. Both times they
season, Friday afternoon, Novem- kicked the ball out from the deep
ber 20, the Ursinus soccer team right corner of the field in Urfell before a potent Franklin and sinus territory to the front of th e
Marshall squad by a score of 3-0 goal, where big Bob Elliot leaped
on its home field. Performing be- to meet it and pushed it by Knull
fore the largest home crowd of the with his head. Their final tally
year, the Bears displayed some came in the last period when th e
brilliant soccer at times, but the left wing booted one into pay
superior offensive passing of the dirt.
F & M boys appeared to mark the
After the conclusion of the game,
difference between the two.
the team gathered in the locker
The outstanding defensive play room to present Dr. Baker wit h
of Gerry Cox, Mel Aden and Herb a long-playing album of n egro
Knull constantly stopped the de- spirituals. Mel Aden made t he
termined attack of last year's presentation. In response, Dr. Ba kMiddle Atlantic champs. Time and er thanked the boys warmly and
again Cox and Aden moved be- said that the only thing which he
tween the speeding ball and the regretted concerning the season
goal to prevent a score. When they was that he could not be out t her e
were unable to halt the ever rush- playing along with the boys. Foling foe, Knull stepped in to stop lowing this the team celebrated at
the ball from reaching the netting. the Eagles Inn.
F & M scored its first two goals
The 1953 soccer season ended
in the same manner late in the with a seasonal log of 4-5-1. The
initial period and early in the general concensus, nevertheless, is
that it was still one of the best
teams in recent Ursinus soccer annals. Six men are responsible for
the 24 goals that the Bears totaled
The third hockey team closed its during t he season. Larry Zartma n
undefeated season Novemb'er 19, leads with 12. He is followed by
as it defeated Gwynedd-Mercy J un- Ben Settles with 7, Ed Dawkins
ior College 4- 0 on the loser's field. with 2, and Pete Foreman , Tom
Captain Pat Garrow an d inners Ely an d Herb Knullwith on e.
Carol Edwards and Barbara Barndt
scored for the Belles.
Pat tallied first from the area COLLEGVILLE INN IININO ROOM
in front of the goal and Carol duplicated minutes later. The first half
For mer Kopper Kettle
closed as Pat drove for another
management.
counter . Only Barbara was able to
Phone: Call. 4236
score during the secon d half.

Thlord Team' Undefeated

-)
:'

LATEST COLLEG E
SQRVEY SHOWS

LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN

A. W. Z I MMER MAN
Jeweler
339 Main st., Collegeville ph. 5171
Jewelry
Gifts
China
Glassware
Small Electric Applia.n.ces

Last year a survey of leading colleges
throughout the country showed that
smokers in those colleges preferred
Lllckies to any other cigarette.
This year another nation-wide survey
- based on thousands of actual student
interviews, and representative of all
students in regular colleges-shows that
Luckies lead again over all brands, regular or king size .. . and by a wide margin!
The No, 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of
taste, and the fact of the matter is Luckies
taste better-for 2 reasons. L.S./M.F.T.
-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
Luckies are made better to taste better.
So, Be Happy-Go Lucky!

EXPERT SHOE REP AIR SERVICE
Lots of mileage left in your old
shoes-have t h em repaired at

LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
(Opposite American Ster e)
Main St reet
Collegeville
Also a line of NEW SHOES

COLLEGEVILLE SUPER MARKET
Low Every Day Prices
Plenty of Free Parking
Open Thursday & Friday 'til 9 p.m.

.

POLLY'S SHOP

f SYi\o\(es,

.
i"le ~()IJ fine ,afton"
\u,\t,,~s g 'eYi\ bg th~_ J ~m get, ,
So bUg ha"lent. t.rleu ;taft'n'.
"nd ,{ gC?'" e 'IOU got a- S
\t:s t\fY';J
.

Slllall - GIFTS - Large
Candies
Greeting Cards
716 Main Street
Phone : Collegeville 7098

bat 4 gallick,
Sat
VniVersltY

Atlantic Gas & Oils - Lubrication
Firestone Tires and Batteries
Minor Repairs

Temple

Walt Brown's ATLANTIC Service
460 Main st. ph. 2371 Collegeville
Berkshire Hose
Novelty Heel a nd Seamless
Merchandise Club

D£ana's Fem " Tot Shoppe
347 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

FRANK JONES
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
228 West Main st.
Norristown, Pa.

Where's your iingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Yo

CIGARETTES

@A.T.Co.

PRODUCTOF~~J'~

-

AMERICA'S LEADING IlANUPAC'tuRBR 01' CIGADi iU
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Basketball Season Opens; Walker, Cox Head Dickinson Downs U rsinus
1954 Football,
In Football Finale
19-13
Bears Win, 84-66-, 78-56 S
EI
.
,
occer evens
Cagemen Down Temple Pharmacy and Susquehanna;
Burger, Knull Captains; Harris, R. Schumacher, C. Smith Start

Conti, Schwenk Score for Bears as Sella, Krasley Star;
Team Sports Best Record Since 1933 with 4=3 Log

In recent team elections, junior,
Kenny Walker, was named as footThe Ursinus Bears launched
In their first home game of the ball captain for the 1954 season,
The Ursinus Bears ended their the Bears possess the ball more
their 1953-54 basketball season on current basketball season, the Ur- and junior Gerry Cox was elected
grid
season on a disapponiting note than Dickinson, 18 plays to 12. On
a rousing note last Tuesday when sinus Bears defeated Susquehanna, to lead the soccer squad for the
Saturday,
November 21, as the Red the whole, the Red Devils led in
they outscored Temple Pharmacy 78-56, Saturday as Herb Knull 1954 campaign. Both men were
Devils
from
Dickinson downed the possession 69 plays to 58.
in every period to win, 84-66, on the captured scoring honors with 21 selected as individual leaders when
home
team,
19-13. As it was, howSella in Key Block
losers court. The Bears, after be- points.
their respective organizations veto
the
Bears
ended
their
season
ever,
ing held to 54 points in the first
The Bears drew first blood on
The game was marked by the dis- ed the idea of having co-captains. with a 4-3 record, the best Ursinus Conti's
three quarters, poured 30 markers covery
fine run in the opening
Walker
Captains
Football
of four Smith in the linefootball campaign since 1933 when period. End Ed Sella threw the key
through the cords in the final ups, Frank
Walker, a business administra- their record read 4-3-1.
and Gerry for the visitstanza to win.
block on a scoring drive that
tion
alternated as quarterand
Carl
and
Phil
for
Ursin
us.
ors,
Despite the brilliant hard run- started on the Ursinus 27. Dick
Passing beautifully and employ- Frank profited most, sinking seven back major,
with T-handler Paul Neborak ning of halfback John Conti, who
ing a steady running game, the field goals and five fouls for 19 this year,
Glock's placement was wide.
but will probably be
visitors forced the Templeites to markers, second high of the game. shifted to left halfback to fill the broke away on a 59-yard touchOn the second play of the secdown jaunt in the first quarter, and ond period, Dickinson's Spangler
take repeated rest periods, while
The first twelve points of the shoes of star Richie Glock, who the vicious blocking and tackling circled right end on a pitchout
the Bears went through more than
contest
were scored either by will be graduated in June. Kenny of LeRoy Krasley, the home team from the 12 to knot the count.
three quarters without calling time.
Knull or Frank Smith. Gerry Smith is considered a dangerous ball- could not move the ball consistent- Dickinson drove 78 yards in 12
Bears Lead at Half 37-26
broke the tie with a jump shot to carrier, and is a flleet and able ly. In only the fourth quarter did plays to score. As soon as the visitWith the score tied at seven give the visitors one of the three broken-field runner, as well as an
ors got the ball again, they drove
apiece in the opening minutes of leads they held during the game. excellent passer.
77
yards with Charley Garwood
the game, Herb Knull sank a one- G. Smith's two fouls put SusqueA member of Zeta Chi, Walker
from the seven. Dickinson
scoring
hander to give the Bears a lead hanna ahead the second time, ten gained his football experience at
tallied
their
winning TD in the
they never relinquished. Bill Burg- to eight, and also the third time Castle Heights Military Academy
final
period
when
a pass, AI Barilar
'- er, Gene Harris and Ralph Schu- with a pair of charity throws, 14- and The Citadel, a military college
to
Garwood,
netted
30 yards and a
macher dropped in goals follOwing 13.
in Charleston, South Carolina, betouchdown.
Ben
Settles
scored
twice,
once
in
Knull's two-pointer as the visitors
Jack Schumacher's driving lay- fore transferring to Ursinus. He
Schwenk Scores
led at the end of the first quarter, up, following Smith's last two fouls, lost a year of eligibility through each half, to balance goals by Ruth
21-13. The Bears led at halftime ga ve the Bears the lead for keeps transfer, but worked out wit~ the Heller and Phyl Stadler in the anLate in the final stanza, the
37-26, and at three quarters, 54-42. in the second period. Jack collected Grizzlies a year before donmng a nual hockey-soccer team clash last 'Bears started their final march.
Four Temple Pharmacy players all his points in this quarter to game uniform this season. Walker Tuesday afternoon. The final score With QB Ken Walker completing
hit for double figures, Dick stern help the Bears to an eight point is a resident student from Birch- read 2-2.
three of four passes, one on interIn
the
speed
and
endurance
deand Gene Tokach each had 13 spread at halftime, 37-29.
ference
by Dickinson, Ursinus drove
runville, Pa.
partment,
the
booters
outclassed
point~
Glen Boestler gathered
from
their
own 40 to the Red Devil
Cox to Head '54 Soccer
Bill Doney's only field goal choptheir female counterparts. But 14. An unsportsmanlike conduct
twelve, and John Miodzinski colCox, a rugged fullback, was when technique was needed, Snell's penalty moved the ball to the two,
lected ten. The Ursinus scoring was ped the lead to as close as the visitors
came
thereafter--seven
markchosen
because of his e~cellent de- Belles came through.
well distributed.
where Walker passed to Dan Schers at the resumption of the game. fensive play for the booters and
wenk in the end zone for the score.
After
the
girls
had
congratulated
Schurnnacher Leads Scoring
However, eight straight counters his ability to coordinate the team. Dr. Donald Baker's soccermen with Glock's conversion still left the
Six Ursinus players had seven or by Ursinus iced the victory.
His steady influence enabled the
Bears six points behind as the final
more points, Knull, Paul Neborak
Bakermen to compile their best a rousing cheer, the team respond- whistle blew.
Six Goals in Final Period
ed
with
"Yea,
Weaker
Sex."
and Ralph Schumacher being the
Only six goals were scored in record in several years, a 4-5-1
only ones to hit twin digits, 15, 12
mark for the season.
and 18 points, respectively. The the final period, two by Art Ehlers,
Gerry is a Political Science maHIPPODROME - Pottstown
STRAND - Pottstown
Bears hit on 35 of 70 field goal at- one by EUiott Winograd, who fin- j or and an army vet, having served
ally
managed
to
call
time
after
tempts and added 14 of 27 foul
DEC. 7-8-Debbie Reynolds in
Europe. He played football at
DEC. 7-8-Clark Gable and
several unsuccessful attempts, for in
tries.
Ursinus
before
going
into
the
ser"AFFAIRS
OF DOBIE GILLIS"
Ava Gardner in "MOGAMBO"
Ursinus
G. F Pts Ursinus; Bob Mickatavage, Frank vice, where he learned a lot about
Their biggest picture together
DEC. 9-10-"ALONG CAME JONES"
l' 15 Smith, and Dick McCarty for SusKnull, f ......................... 7
soccer.
His
knowledge
was
put
to
Neborak, f .................. ,. 5 \ 2 12 quehanna. The remainder of the good use this year. He is a day DEC. 9-12-"The MOON IS BLUE"
DEC. 11 - "RIVER STREET"
o 2 points came on 12 of 23 foul at- student from Phoenixville, and is
Ehlers, f .......................... 1
o 4 tempts.
C. Smith, f ..................... 2
a member of Sigma Rho.
3
3
Susquehanna's shooting averages
Owens, f ......................... 0
MEET and EAT
2 18 were very low, 18 of 71 tries for
R. Schumacher, c ......... 8
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
and
20
of
47
foul
attempts.
1
7
goals,
J. Schumacher, c ......... 3
.1.T THE
Dec. 9-Juniata .................... Home
2
8 The Bears hit on 27 of 72 from the
Burger, g. .. ...................... 3
tDec.
12-Phila.
Pharmacy
..
Home
1
9
floor,
and
scored
on
24
of
35
from
Harris, g ......................... 4
tDec. 15-F. & M................... Away
1
5 the foul line.
Hennessey, g. ................ 2
COLLEGE DINER
1
1 Ursinus
G. F. Pts. ·tJan. 6-P. M. C................. Away
P. Smith, g ..................... 0
3 21 ·tJan. 9-Swarthmore ........ Home
o 0 Knull, f. .......................... 9
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville
Winograd, g ..................... 0
1
3 Feb. 3-Alumni .................. Home
Neborak, f. .................... 1
4
8 ·tFeb. 6-Drexel .................... Away
Totals .............................. 35 14 84 Ehlers, f ......................... 21
N ever Closed
4
6 ·tFeb. 8-Delaware .............. Home
C. Smith, f .................... .
o 0 ·tFeb. 10-Haverford ............ Away
INTRA MURAL BASKETBALL
Owens, f ......................... 0
2 14 ·tFeb. 13-Drexel .................... Home
R. Schumacher, c ......... 6
SCHEDULE
Feb. 17-Phila. Textile .... Away
1
7
J. Schumacher, c ......... 3
·tFeb.
20-Swarthmore ........ Away
Dec. 7-Deltas I - 724 I
1
1
Walker, g ....................... 0
*tFeb.
24-P.
M. C................. Home
Curtis I - Brodbeck
2
8
Burger, g ......................... 3
*tFeb.
27-Haverford
............ Home
2
4
Curtis II - Derr I
Winograd, g ................... 1
·tMarch
3-Delaware
..............
Away
Dec. 8-Stine - Brodbeck
o 0
P. Smith, g ..................... 0
·Denotes
League
Games
724 II - Derr I
4
6
Harris, g ......................... 1
tDenotes both Varsity and Junior
Deltas II - Freeland
)
Varsity Games
Dec. 14-Curtis I - Deltas I
Totals .............................. 27 24 78
Curtis III - Freeland
Deltas II - Curtis II
Dec. 15-Brodbeck - 724 I
Stine - Deltas I
Curtis III - 724 II
Jan.5-Freeland - Derr
724 II - Curtis II
by Dick Bowman '55
Stine - Curtis I
From all apparent signs the Var- Athletic Director Everett Bailey
Jan. 6-Deltas II - Derr
sity Club of Ursinus College has band members are now going to
Curtis III - Curtis II
finally come to life with a bang. receive varsity letters in recogniDeltas I - Brodbeck
At their last meeting the men with tion of their splendid and effective
League I
League II
1. Curtis I
Curtis II the Red and Black sweaters decid- efforts.
2. Deltas I
Deltas II ed to sponsor an Athlete of the
Also passed by the U-winners and
3. 724 I
724 II Year Award, and also agreed to awaiting approval by Mr. Baily, was
4. Stine I
Curtis III provide a Most Valuable Player a motion to give varsity letter
5. Brodbeck I
Freeland Award for respective sports.
The members of the various sweaters to the tennis team. Con6.
Derr
sequently, the sports picture at
The first game each night starts teams will vote to see who gets the 01' U.C. is considerable brighterat 7:00; the second at 8:00; and Most Valuable Player trophy, while thanks to the efforts of the men
the coaches and the Varsity Club
the third at 9:00 p.m.
will elect the Athlete of the Ye~r. who play those sports-the Ursin us
Such incentives should spur Brum Varsity ClUb.
Merrifield Wins
• • •
athletes on to their greatest effor~
(Continued from page 1)
Due to an oversight two football
by rewarding their sweat and tOll
ment as a member of the All- with crowning recognition.
players who have appeared in
Philadelphia squad.
football
thumbnail sketches this
Basketball Programs Discussed
During the winter months Marge
season were not credited as beAlso discussed was the question longing to fraternities. Both men,
holds down a guard position on
the Belles basketball team which of having basketball programs for star end, Ed Sella, and fleet quarshe made as a freshman. Spring home games. No definite action terback, Ken Walker, are quite
finds her at third base on the soft- was taken, but I think it would be proud of their respective organizball squad and playing doubles on a good plan in that the fans would ations. Ed is in Delta Mu Sigma,
have added interest and be able to and Ken is in Zeta Chi.
the tennis team.
In the classroom she excels, follow the game more easily. These
A Rosicrucian, Marge is a programs would be inexpensive at
KAHNS GRILLE
~»Ul.lID.emlatics major. In extra-cur- five or ten cents each.
activities, she is president
Band to Receive Letters
From a snack to a
the Women's Athletic AssociaOne of the big reasons why the
Full Course Dinner
after having been freshman spirit has been so high this season
Dolly Madison Ice Crea~
'Plreslen1;atlve and last year, vice is due to the work of the Ursinus
Closed Mondays
Il'BlllQE~nt. She is a former Senator band, under the very able direction
Maples Hall and Is a member of Les Beach. Pending an OK by
Phone: Coil. 2551
Television
Tau Sigma Gamma sorority.

Hockey-Soccer Game
Ends in 2-2 Tie

HORSES TO RENT
and

Given by Appointment
OOUeIevU1e 3676

Yarns

- Notions - Cards
COT.T.EQEVILLE

BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
478 Main st., Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 6061
Iona C. Schatz

KENNETH B. NACE
Complete Automotive ServIce
5th Ave. & Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.

10nLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BO'rI'LING CO.
"Coke" II a registered trode-mo,k.

@ 1953, The CClCo-Colo Company
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CHRISTMAS VESPERS SERVICE
TO BE HELD DECEMBER 13

Wanamaker Award
<.C?ntlnued from page 1)

.

ITruex Speaks to Pre=Medders
On Opportunities in Medicine

I FRENCH

CLUB HOLDS PROGRAM
OF VOCAL, PIANO MUSIC

competltlOn for the scholarshIp.
_ _
The "Soiree de Musique" which
The winner of the competition, se- I Dr. Raymond Truex, head of the the French Club presented just belected by the Scholarship Award department of anatomy at Hahne- fore the Thanksgiving holidays was
Committee, will enter the New mann Medical College spoke to the a great success. The members, their
Route 422
York University School of Retail- Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical So- gracious hostess, Miss Spangler, and
ing at the beginning of the Fall .
,".
. the guests were enthusiastic. DoroRidge Pike at Grange Avenue
tel'm of 1954. While in New York clety Novembel 17, on OppOltum- thy Schulz sang several songs and
he or she will engage in a pro- ties in Twentieth Century Medi- received a spontaneous and warm Collegeville R.D. 2
Norris. 5-2244
gram of advance study and work cine." Dr. Truex graduated from ovation. Joan Kacik sang a more Jean and John Brownback, owners
Nebraska Western University in modern selection "Stardust," and I ::experience.
_=============~
For about thirty weeks the suc- 1934; he recelved his Master of Lucy-Jo Malloy sang several "Bergcessful candidate will attend classes Science degree from st. Louis Uni- erettes," pastoral songs reminiscent COLLE-GEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Control your cash with a
at the University in order to gain versity in 1936 and his Doctor of of the eighteenth century court life I
a comprehensive knowledge of re- Philosophy degree from the Univer- of France. Marian Moyer played
several piano selections with vibSpecial Checking Account.
tail store operation from the mer- sity of Minnesota in 1939.
rancy
and
skill.
Olin
Evans
accomProtect your valuables in
Chemical Society Members
chandising, advertising, manageThe one main defiriency of some
panied
the
singers.
a Safe Deposit Box.
ment, personnel and fashion points pre-medical students, said Dr.
Visit Chemical Exposition
On December 7, the club has
of view. For about 10 weeks in Truex, is the lack of an optimistic
A group of Beardwood Chemical October, November and December, attitude toward medirine. Some planned a Christmas celebration. I
FLOWERS for Any Affair
Society members accompanied by he or she will acquire planned, students have a negative approach The members will put on short
playlets,
sing
French
Christmas
Dr. R. Sturgis and Dr. R. Staiger, supervised experience, at establish- to life. An optimistic attitude of
PENNYPACKER &SON
toured the Chemical Exposition at ed rates of pay, in one of the lead- looking ahead is almost a require- carols, and several soloists will sing
Phoenixville, Pa.
Convei1tion Hall, Monday evening, ing retailing organizations in the ment for the medical student, for both old and unusual carols dating
as
far
back
as
the
14th
century.
ReBOB
GUTHCampus Agent
November 30. Although it was the New York metropolitan area.
the medicine of tomorrow will
fI'eshments
will
be
served.
Everyone
Curtis Hall
24th Exposition of Chemical 1nThe award has been instituted as consist of entirely new concepts,
dustries, it was the first to be held part of Wanamaker's long-range and the doctor must k~ep abreast is welcome to come. The time is
in Philadelphia, previous ones be- campaign to attract more of the of them to know what IS to come. 8:00 in the West Music Studio. A
Washing - Lubrication
ing in New York.
country's top college graduates Two of the bi~ fields of .medicine, donation of 25 cents will be asked
to
cover
refreshments.
The students spent two fascinat- into the field of retailing. Details the speaker saId, are cardlOvascular
KIRK'S ESSO SERVICENTER
ing hours investigating exhibits by concerning the award were discus- diseases and dise~es of .old age.
Main St., Trappe
more than 500 companies. The sed at a luncheon held in the
Dr. Truex told hIS audlence that CHRISTMAS DANCE PLANNED
Phone ColI. 2331
purpose of the exposition is to Wanamaker store in Philadelphia Ursin us provides the environment
The annual Christmas Dance will
bring together under one roof for on Wednesday, December 2.
for developin~ good attit~des and be held in the T-G gym Wednesday
Tires
Batteries
Mr. Geoffrey Dolman, assistant the opportumty for a s.oh~ ~ollege evening, December 16. The followrelatively quick inspection new and
more efficient equipment and ap- registrar, would like to emphasize backgrou?d. But an optl~mstIc out- ing committees will arrange the
First Choice for
paratus and new chemicals which the fact that liberal arts students look on hfe cannot be gIven to the dance: Alberta Barnhart and Liz
may h elp to do a particular phase have as much opportUnity as busi- student; he must gain it himself. Weaver decorations' Pat Garrow
Personal Requirements
of manufacturing more efficiently n~ss administration s~udents in
Dr. John Van Dyke, Professor of and JO' Fisher, entertainment; Jen
and hence, more economically. The wmning the scholarshIp. !t has Anatol?Y and a .m~mber of the Price and Sally Mills, invitations;
Buy our products with
exposition illustrated very positive- been stressed that no specIal pre- CommIttee of AdmIsslOns at Hahne- i and Nancy Lewis and Jean Hain
confidence
. . . Use
ly that industrial chemistry ~ a far paration is required and that high- man~, was also 'p~'esent ~t the records.
'
them with satisfaccry from the test tube chemIStry of est consideration is given to the meetmg and partIcIpated wIth Dr,
tion.
the c~llege laborato!y.
personable student who has a Truex in the discussion following THE SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM I
Tomght at 7:15 m S-12, two I broad cultural background of the talk.
movies dealing with chemistry will studi~s.
, On December 8, Dr. James R. I
Pottstown, Pa.
COLLEGE CUT RATE
be shown. One, "A is for Atom," is
Martin, Associate Dean of Jefferan animated film about atomic Ison Medical College, will speak on
Featuring: SAT., DEC. 12
5th Ave. & Main Street
structure. The second,."Decision for I man's choice for chemistry as a ! "Medical ~ollege Admissions" and
RAY ANTHONY
Chemistry," deals Wlth a young career.
I"OrthopedIC Surgery."
and His Orchestra
I
Paul N. Lutz, Manager

A ChI'istmas candlelight Vesper
service will be held Sunday, Dec.
13, at 6:00 p.m. Jack Westerhoff
will read an appropriate Christmas
story, and music will be provided
by the Meistersingers and the
trumpet trio.
Beginning on Monday, December
14, and continuing every day of
that week, Advent morning watch
services will be held immediately
following breakfast. These services
will be held in the Faculty Room of
the library.

I
I

i
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I=OR THE ~I~TH STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES •••
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALlTY- LOW NICOTINE

-

Change to Chesterfield today - get
smoking pleasure all the way I

